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communities of color. Nonetheless this is what Senator Huffman’s proposed Congressional map does: The current
map
includes 22 districts with white majorities and the proposed map increases it to 23. The current map has 8 districts
with
Hispanic majorities and the proposed map cuts it to 7. The current map has one majority African American majority
district and the proposed map eliminates it. Nearly half of the growth the last ten years was from the Hispanic
community, but they get no new districts where they are the majority.  In short, although nearly all the growth the
last ten
years was from communities of color, they get fewer majority districts and the majority of white districts increases.

The Senate Redistricting Committee’s redistricting process has been far from fair and open although the federal
district
court in its 2019 Perez ruling required that it be so. Complex maps were proposed with very little time between their
release and when the public could comment on them, and when they were voted on by the committee. This
committee
has shown that public comment is irrelevant to it. Hundreds of citizens testified. No one said “just draw the lines the
way
the legislators now in power want them.” But Senator Joan Huffman made clear that when drawing the lines for the
Senate she gave legislators what they wanted with very few exceptions—thus the incumbent protection racket
described
above.

After maps were released by Senator Huffman  (on 9/8/21(Senate) and 9/27/21(Congress)) she stopped allowing
citizens
to testify before the committee by Zoom, and required them to travel to Austin. Quite naturally this greatly reduced
the
number of Texans who could complain about her maps. Senator Huffman has ensured that her maps were drawn in
an
unfair and opaque process.

This very dismal, demoralizing, and corrupt process shows why Texas must use an independent redistricting
commission
to draw the lines like at least 14 other states do. The citizens of Michigan recently got fed up with this perversion of
democracy (where its legislature drew the lines), and went to an independent redistricting commission. But that
happened because citizens in Michigan can put an initiative on the ballot citizens can vote on, and they approved
having
an independent redistricting commission draw their lines. Texas tragically does not have an initiative process where
citizens can put something on the ballot. Here in Texas it does not happen unless the Legislature wants to do so.
Legislators with vested interests have a stranglehold on the legislative agenda, and no citizen led reform can be
considered if legislators don’t like it. Two Senate Joint Resolutions were filed this special session to put possible
approval
of an independent redistricting commission before the voters of Texas for approval (or not) (Resolutions 8 and 10;
thank
you for introducing these Resolutions Senators Zafferini and Johnson). But it will get no traction because of the
incumbent protection racket. 

The Senate Redistricting Committee has not only acted illegally, but it has brought shame on the great state of
Texas.

Sincerely,

Tim Dowling




